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- Project BRIDGES 5.0
Achieving the transition, requires changing behaviours and practices

- Companies need to **innovate more**. And innovation has been in dire need.
- More technology is needed. Productive technology only exists if worker and management understand **how to learn from technology**: how to improve technology and organisation.
- The Bridges 5.0 project focuses on specific skill interventions: **problem solving** and learning; and making **better use of technology**. How to create a better learning experience and redirect this learning towards human centricity, sustainability and resilience?
Achieving the transition requires changing behaviours and practices of four target groups:

- Workers
- Managers, engineers
- Students
- Unemployed

*With respect to Industry 5.0*
Achieving the transition requires data:

- LLAM (large language models; chatGPT) to identify company practices.
- Connecting datasets to enrich data.
- Identifying skill sets and training approaches within specific organisational settings.
Website: bridges5-0.eu